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1. Introduction 
It is often forgotten that Newton, Leibniz, Euler and many other mathemati-
cians in the 17-th and 18-th centuries developed differential calculus and anal-
ysis by using nilpotent infinitesimals without any recourse to limits. It is in 
the 19-th century, in the midst of the Industrial Revolution in Europe, that 
nilpotent infinitesinlals were overtaken by so-called c - <5 arguments. In the 
middle of the 20-th century moribund nilpotent infinitesimals were revived by 
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Grothendieck in algebraic geometry and by Lawvere in differential geometry. 
Differential geomery using nilpotent infinitesimals consistently and coherently is 
now called synthetic differential geometry, since it prefers synthetic arguments 
to dull calculations, as was the case in ancient Euclidean geometry. The cen-
tral object of study under synthetic differential geometry is microlinear spaces, 
while the central object of study under orthodox differential geonletry has been 
finite-dimensional smooth manifolds. Since we can not expect to see nilpotent 
infinitesinlals in our real world, model theory of synthetic differential geometry 
was developed vigorously by Dubuc and others around 1980 by using tech-
niques of topos theory. For a standard reference on model theory of synthetic 
differential geometry, the reader is referred to Kock's well-written [11]. 
It is well known that the category of smooth manifolds, whether finite-
dilnensional or infinite-dimensional (modelled after Hilbert spaces, Banach spaces, 
Fn§chet spaces or, Inost generally, convenient vector spaces) is by no means 
Cartesian closed, while the category of FrOlicher spaces and slnooth Inappings 
aInong them is certainly so. Although nilpotent infinitesimals are not visible in 
our real world, which has harassed such philosophers of the 17-th and 18-th cen-
turies as extrelnely skeptical Berkeley, the notion of Weil functor is applicable 
to both finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional smooth Inanifolds. The no-
tion of Weil functor has been generalized in our previous paper [20J so that it is 
applicable to Frolicher spaces. Therein we have delineated the class of FrOlicher 
spaces which give credence to the illusion that Weil functors are the exponen-
tiation by infinitesimal objects in the shade. Such Frolicher spaces, which were 
shown to form a Cartesian closed category, are called Weil exponentiable. In 
our subsequent paper [21] we have finally succeeded in externalizing the notion 
of microlinearity, so that it is applicable to Frolicher spaces in the real world. 
Therein we have shown that Frolicher spaces that are Weil exponentiable and 
nlicrolinear form a Cartesian closed category. We would like to hold that such 
Frolicher spaces are the central object of study for infinite-dimensional differ-
ential geometry. 
The aim in our series of papers, the first of which is the present paper under 
your eyes, is to develop differential geOlnetry for Frolicher spaces that are Wei! 
exponentiable and microlinear. The present paper is devoted to tangent spaces 
and vector fields. Its principal result is that vector fields on such a Frolicher 
space form a Lie algebra. The reader should note that our present mission 
for microlinear Frolicher spaces is not so easy as that for smooth manifolds in 
orthodox differential geometry, since coordinates are no longer available nor are 
we admitted to identity vector fields with their associated differential operators. 
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2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Frolicher Spaces 
Frolicher and his followers have vigorously and consistently developed a general 
theory of smooth spaces, often called Frolicher spaces for his celebrity, which 
were intended to be the underlying set theory for infinite-dilnensional differential 
geometry in a sense. A Frolicher space is an underlying set endowed with a 
class of real-valued functions on it (sin1ply called structure functions) and a 
class of mappings from the set R of real nun1bers to the underlying set (called 
structure curves) subject to the condition that structure curves and structure 
functions should compose so as to yield slnooth n1appings frOln R to itself. It is 
required that the class of structure functions and that of structure curves should 
determine each other so that each of the two classes is Inaxin1al with respect to 
the other as far as they abide by the above condition. What is 1110St iInportant 
among many nice properties about the category FS of Frolicher spaces and 
smooth mappings is that it is Cartesian closed, while neither the category of 
finite-dimensional snlooth manifolds nor that of infinite-din1ensional sn100th 
manifolds Inodelled after any infinite-dinlensional vector spaces such as Hilbert 
spaces, Banach spaces, Frechet spaces or the like is so at all. For a standard 
reference on Frolicher spaces the reader is referred to [5). 
2.2. Weil Algebras and Infinitesimal Objects 
The notion of a Weil algebra was introduced by Weil himself in [26]. We denote 
by W the category of Weil algebras. Roughly speaking, each Weil algebra 
corresponds to an infinitesimal object in the shade. By way of example, the 
Wei! algebra R[XJj(X2) (=the quotient ring of the polynomial ring R[X] of an 
indeterminate X modulo the ideal (X2) generated by X2) corresponds to the 
infinitesin1al object of first-order nilpotent infinitesimals, while the Weil algebra 
R[XJj(X3 ) corresponds to the infinitesimal object of second-order nilpotent 
infinitesimals. Although an infinitesimal object is undoubtedly imaginary in 
the real world, as has harassed both mathematicians and philosophers of the 
17th and the 18th centuries because mathematicians at that time preferred 
to talk infinitesimal objects as if they were real entities, each Wei! algebra 
yields its corresponding Weil functor on the category of smooth manifolds of 
SOlne kind to itself, which is no doubt a real entity. Intuitively speaking, the 
Weil functor corresponding to a Weil algebra stands for the exponentiation by 
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the infinitesimal object corresponding to the Weil algebra at issue. For Weil 
functors on the category of finite-dimensional smooth manifolds, the reader is 
referred to §35 of [12], while the reader can find a readable treatment of Weil 
functors on the category of smooth manifolds modelled on convenient vector 
spaces in §31 of [13]. 
Synthetic differential geometry (usually abbreviated to SDG), which is a 
kind of differential geon1etry with a cornucopia of nilpotent infinitesimals, was 
forced to invent its models, in which nilpotent infinitesilnals were visible. For a 
standard textbook on SDG, the reader is referred to [14], while he or she is re-
ferred to [11] for the model theory of SDG vigorously constructed by Dubuc [1] 
and others. Although we do not get involved in SDG herein, we will exploit lo-
cutions in terms of infinitesimal objects so as to make the paper highly readable. 
Thus we prefer to write WD and TiVD2 in place of R[XJ/(X2) and R[X]/(X3) 
respectively, where D stands for the infinitesimal object of first-order nilpo-
tent infinitesimals, and D2 stands for the infinitesimal object of second-order 
nilpotent infinitesimals. To Newton and Leibniz, D stood for 
{d E R I d2 = O} 
while D2 stood for 
{d E R I d3 = O} 
We will write lVdED21---'d2ED for the homOlllorphim of Wei I algebras R[X]/(X2) -7 
R[X]/(X3) induced by the homomorphism X -7 X2 of the polynomial ring 
R[X] to itself. Such locutions are justifiable, because the category W of Weil 
algebras in the real world and the category of infinitesimal objects in the shade 
are dual to each other in a sense. To familiarize himself or herself with such 
locutions, the reader is strongly encouraged to read the first two chapters of 
[14], even if he or she is not interested in SDG at all. 
We need to fix notation and terminology for simplicial objects, which fonn 
an important subclass of infinitesimal objects. Simplicial objects are infinitesi-
mal objects of the fonn 
D71.{p} = {(d1 ) ... ,d71.) E D71. I dil··.dik = 0 (V(iI, ... ,ik) E p)} 
where p is a finite set of finite sequences (iI, ... , ik) of natural nUlnbers between 
1 and n, including the endpoints, with i 1 < ... < ik' If P is empty, D71.{p} is 
D71. itself. If p consists of all the binary sequences, then D71.{p} represents D(n) 
in the standard terminology of SDG. Given two simplicial objects Dm{p} and 
D71.{ q}, we define a silnplicial object Dm{p} ED Dn{ q} to be 
Dm+71.{p ED q} 
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where 
P EB q = P U { (j I + m, ... , j k + m) I (j 1, ... , j k) E q} 
U{(i,j+m)!l:S;i:S;m,l:S;j:S;n} 
Since the operation EB is associative, we can cOlnbine any finite number of sinl-
plicial objects by EB without bothering about how to insert parentheses. Given 
lnorphisms of simplicial objects <Pi : Dffii{pd ~ Dffi{p} (1 :S; i :S; n), there 
exists a unique n1orphisn1 of simplicial objects <P : Dffil {PI} EB ... EB D7nn {Pn} ~ 
Dffi{p} whose restriction to Dffii{pd coincides with <Pi for each i. \Ale denote 
this <P by q)l EB ... EB <Pn. We write D(n) for {(d, ... ,d) E Dn I didj = 0 for any 
i # j}. 
2.3. Microlinearity 
In [20] we have discussed how to assign, to each pair (X, W) of a Frolicher 
space X and a Weil algebra W, another Frolicher space X ® VV called the 
Weil prolongation of X with respect to W, which is naturally extended to a 
bifunctor FS x W ~ FS, and then to show that the functor . ® W : FS ~ FS 
is product-preserving for any Weil algebra W. "Veil prolongations are well-
known as Weil functors for finite-dhnensional and infinite-dimensional sn100th 
manifolds in orthodox differential geometry, as we have already touched upon 
in the preceding subsection. 
The central object of study in SDG is microlinear spaces. Although the 
notion of a manifold (=a pasting of copies of a certain linear space) is defined 
on the local level, the notion of microlinearity is defined absolutely on the gen-
uinely infinitesilnallevel. For the historical account of Inicrolinearity, the reader 
is referred to §§2.4 of [14J or Appendix D of [11J. To get an adequately restricted 
Cartesian closed subcategory of Frolicher spaces, we have emancipated micro-
linearity from within a well-adapted model of SDG to Frolicher spaces in the 
real world in [21]. Recall that a Frolicher space X is called microlinear provid-
ing that any finite limit diagram V in W yields a limit diagram X ® V in FS, 
where X ® V is obtained from V by putting X® to the left of every object and 
every Inorphism in V. As we have discussed there, all convenient vector spaces 
are microlinear, so that all Coo-lnanifolds in the sense of [13] (cf. Section 27) 
are also microlinear. 
We have no reason to hold that all Frolicher spaces credit Weil prolongations 
as exponentiation by infinitesimal objects in the shade. Therefore we need a 
notion which distinguishes Frolicher spaces that do so frOln those that do not. 
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A Frolicher space X is called Weil exponentiable if 
(X 0 (WI 0 00 W2))Y = (X 0 WI)Y 0 W2 (1) 
holds naturally for any Frolicher space Y and any Weil algebras WI and W2. If 
Y = 1, then (1) degenerates into 
X 0 (WI 0 00 W2) = (X 0 WI) 0 W2 (2) 
If WI = R, then (1) degenerates into 
(X0W2)Y =XY 0 W2 (3) 
We have shown in [20] that all convenient vector spaces are Weil exponen-
tiable, so that all COO-manifolds in the sense of [13] (cf. Section 27) are Weil 
exponentiable. 
We have demonstrated in [21] that all Frolicher spaces that are microlinear 
and Weil exponentiable form a Cartesian closed category. In the sequel M is 
assumed to be such a Frolicher space. 
2.4. Comma Categories 
In the next section we will work on the category FS/M of FS over M, for 
which we need to know that the product of NI -t M and NI -t M in FS/lv1 
is no other than the fibred product NI x M N2 -t M. For the general theory of 
comma categories, the reader is referred to [6], [7] and [8]. 
3. Tangent Bundles 
Proposition 1. If Iv1 is a microlinear Frolicher space, then we have 
M 0 WD(2) = (M 0 WD) XM (M@ WD) 
Proof. We have the following pullback diagram of Weil algebras: 
WD(2) -t WD 
1 1 (4) 
WD -t WI 
where the left vertical arrow is induced by the Inapping 
dE D ~ (d,O) E D(2) 
while the upper horizontal arrow is induced by the mapping 
d E D ~ (0, d) E D (2) 
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The above pullback diagram naturally gives rise to the following pullback dia-
gram because of the microlinearity of ]\11: 
M 0 WD (2) -* 
1 
M 0 TiV D -* M 0 HII = 11/[ 
This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 2. The canonical projection AI 0 W D(2) -+ 111! is a biproduct 
of two copies of M 0 WD -+ M in the comma category FSjM. 
Now we are in a position to define basic operations on 1110 W D -+ M in the 
category FSjM so as to make it a vector space over the projection JRxM -+ M. 
1. The addition is defined by 
idM 0 W+ D : M 0 WD(2) -+ M 0 WD 
where the putative mapping + D : D -+ D(2) is 
+D : dE D 1-+ (d,d) E D(2) 
2. The identity with respect to the above addition is defined by 
idM 0 WOD : M = M 0 WI -* 1110 WD 
where the putative nlapping 0 D : D -+ 1 is the unique nlapping. 
3. The inverse with respect to the above addition is defined by 
idM 0 W-D : M 0 WD -+ AI0 WD 
where the putative mapping - D : D -+ D is 
- D : d E D 1-+ -d E D 
4. The scalar multiplication by a scalar a E R is defined by 
idM 0 WaD: M 0 WD -+ 1110 WD 
where the putative mapping aD : D -+ D is 
aD : d E D 1-+ ad E D 
Theorem 3. The canonical projection M 0 HID -+ A1 is a vector space 
over the projection RxM -* M in the category FSjM. 
Proof 
1. The associativity of the addition follows from the following commutative 
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diagram: 
M@WD(3) M@ WD (2) 
idM @ W E12 1 1 idM @ W+ D 
M@WD(2) Al@WD 
idM @ M'+D 
where the putative mapping E23 : D(2) ---+ D(3) is 
(d1 ,d2) E D(2) ~ (d1 ,d1 ,d2) E D(3) 
while the putative mapping E12 : D(2) ---+ D(3) is 
(d1 ,d2) E D(2) ~ (d1 ,d2,d2) E D(3) 
2. The commutativity of the addition follows readily from the commutative 
diagram 
W+ D 
WD +-- WD(2) 
"'" i WT 
W+ D WD (2) 
where the putative mapping T : D(2) ---+ D(2) is 
(d1 , d2) E D(2) ~ (d2' d1 ) E D(2). 
3. To see that the identity defined above really plays the identity with respect 
to the above addition, it suffices to note that the composition of the 
following two putative mappings 
dE D ~ (d,O) E D(2) 
(dl, d2) E D(2) ~ d1 E D 
in order is the identity mapping of D, while the composition of the fol-
lowing two putative mappings 
d E D ~ (0, d) E D (2) 
(dl, d2) E D(2) ~ d1 E D 
in order is the constant mapping 
dED~OED 
4. To see that the addition of scalars distributes with respect to the scalar 
n1ultiplication, it suffices to note that, for any CYl, CY2 E R, the composition 
of the following two putative mappings 
d E D ~ (d,O) E D(2) 
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(d1, d2) E D(2) 1---+ al d1 + a2d2 E D 
in order is the mapping 
dE D 1---+ a1d1 E D 
and the composition of the two putative mappings 
d E D 1---+ (0, d) E D (2) 
(db d2) E D(2) 1---+ ald1 + a2d2 E D 
in order is the n1apping 
dE D 1---+ a2d2 E D 
while the composition of the two putative mappings 
d E D 1---+ (d, d) E D(2) 
(d1, d2) E D(2) 1---+ a1d1 + a2d2 E D 
in order is no other than the Inapping 
dE D 1---+ (al + a2)d E D 
51 
5. To see that the addition of vectors distributes with respect to the scalar 
multiplication, it suffices to note that, for any a E R, the cOlnposition of 
the two putative n1appings 
d E D 1---+ (d,O) E D(2) 
(db d2) E D(2) 1---+ (ad1, ad2) E D(2) 
in order is the con1position of the two putative mappings 
dE D 1---+ ad E D 
dE D 1---+ (d,O) E D(2) 
in order, and the composition of the two putative mappings 
d E D 1---+ (0, d) E D(2) 
(d1, d2) E D(2) 1---+ (ad1, ad2 ) E D(2) 
in order is the composition of the two putative mappings 
dE D 1---+ ad ED 
d E D 1---+ (0, d) E D(2) 
in order, while the composition of the two putative mappings 
dE D 1---+ (d, d) E D(2) 
(d1, d2) E D(2) 1---+ (ad1, ad2 ) E D(2) 
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in order is no other than the composition of the two putative mappings 
dE D 1-+ ad E D 
d E D 1-+ (d, d) E D (2) 
in order. 
6. The verification of the other axioms for a vector space can safely be left 
to the reader. 
o 
Corollary 4. For any x E M, the inverse image (M @ WD)x of x under 
the canonical projection M @ W D ---7 M is a vector space over R. 
The proof of the following easy proposition is left to the reader. 
Proposition 5. For any h, "'j tn E (M @ WD)x, there exists a unique 
l(tl, ... ,in ) E J\ll @ W D(n) with 
idM @ WiDen) (l(il, ... ,in )) = tj (j = 1, ... , n) 
J 
where the putative mapping if(n) : D ---7 D(n) is 
dE D 1-+ (0, ... ,0,0,0, ... ,0) E D(n) 
~ 
4. Vector Fields 
Vector fields can be delineated in two distinct ways. 
Theorem 6. The space of sections of the tangent bundle M @ W D ---7 M 
can naturally be identified with the space (AIM @ WD)idM' 
Proof. This follows simply from the following instance of the Weil exponen-
tiability of 111: 
o 
Remar k 7. In this paper the viewpoint of a vector field on M as an 
element of (11;1 M @ W D) idM is preferred to that as a section of the tangent 
bundle M @ W D ---7 111. 
Notation 8. The totality of vector fields on M is denoted by N(1I1). 
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Definition 9. For any 11 E MM 0 WDm and any 12 E MM 0 WDn we 
define 12 * 11 E MM 0 WDm+n to be 
(OMM 0idw m+n)((idMM 0 W Dm+n)(/l), (id1l1M 0 W Dm+n)(/2)) D PDm PDn 
where ° 111M is the bifunctor assigning the composition go 1 to each pair (1, g) E 
~,r M . Dm+n + D1n+n + 
_M1I'1 X M whIle PDm :Dm n -+ Dm and PDn :Dm n -+ Dn are the canon-
ical projections. 
Proposition 10. For any 11 E MM 0 VVDI, any 12 E MM 0 WDm and 
any 13 E MM 0 WDn, we have 
13 * (,2 * 11) = (,3 * ,2) * 11 
In other words, the operation * is associative. 
Proof By dint of the bifunctionality of 0, it is easy to see that the diagran1 
(MM 0 WDl+=) X (1'V1M 0 WD1+m) 
1 
0MM 0 idwDl+m 
MM 0VVD1+nt 
1 
(MM 0 WD1+=+n) X (M1I1 0 WDl+=+n) 11111110 WD1+=+n 
(5) 
is commutative, where the left vertical arrow stands for (idMM 0 W DI+m+n) X 
PD1+m 
(idMM 0 vV Dl+=+n), and the right vertical arrow stands for idMM 0 W Dl+m+n. 
P Dl+= P Dl+m 
By dint of the bifunctionality of 0 again, it is also easy to see that the diagram 
(1\11M 0 WDm+n) X (MM 0 WD=+n) 
1 
0MM 0 idwD=+n 
MM 0 WD=+n 
1 
(MM 0 WD1+m+n) X (MM 0 WDl+=+n) MM 0WDI+m+n 
(6) 
is cOlnmutative, where the left vertical arrow stands for (idMM 0 W Dl+m+n) X 
PD=+n 
(id M M 0 W Dl+m+n), and the right vertical arrow stands for id M M 0 W Dl+m+n. 
PDm+n PD=+n 
Therefore we have 
13 * (,2 * 11) 
= (OMM 0 idw l+ + )((idMM 0 W Dl+=+n)((OMM 0 idw 1+=) 
D m n PDI+m D 
((idMM 0 W Dl+=)(/l), (idMM 0 W Dl+m)(/2))), (idMM 0 W Dl+=+n)(/3)) PDl PD= PDn 
= (OMM 0 idw 1+ + )((OMM 0 idw 1+=+n)((idMM 0 W Dl+=+n) ° (idMM 
D m n D PD1+m 
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@ W Dl+=)(I'I), PDl 
(idMM @ W Dl+=+n) ° (idMM @ W Dl+=)(1'2)), (idMM @ W Dl+=+n) (1'3)) PD1+= PD= PDn 
= (OMM @ idWD1+=+n) ((OMM @ idWD1+=+n)((idMM @ WpDl+=+n)(I'I), Dl 
(idMM @ W Dl+=+n)(1'2)), (idMM @ W Dl+=+n)(1'3)) PD= PDn 
[by dint of the comn1utativity of the diagram (5)] 
= (OMM @ idw l+=+n)((idMM @ W Dl+=+n)(I'I), 
D PDl 
(OMM @ idWD1+=+n) ((idMM @ Wds ;;=+n)(1'2), 
(idMM @ W Dl+=+n)(1'3))) PDn 
[since the operation ° MM is associative] 
= (0 M M @ id W Dl+=+n ) ( (id M M @ WpDl+=+n) ( 1'1), Dl 
(OMM @ idHI l+=+n)((idMM @ W Dl+=+n)O 
D PD=+n 
(idMM @ W D=+n)(1'2), (idMM @ W Dl+=+n) ° (idMM @ W D=+n)(1'3))) PD= PD=+n PDn 
[by dint of the cOlnmutativity of the diagram (6)] 
= (OMM @ idWD1+=+n) ((idMM @ WpDl+=+n) (1'1), 
Dl 
(idi\1M @ W Dl+=+n)((OMM @ idWD=+n) 
PD=+n 
((idMM @ W D=+n)(1'2), (idMM @ W D=+n)(1'3)))) PD= PDn 
= (1'3 * 1'2) * 1'1 
I t is easy to see that 
Proposition 11. For any I' E M M @ W D= we have 
I' * Il = (idMM @ W Dl+=)(I'), PD= 
In * I' = (idMM @ W D=+n)(I'), PD= 
o 
where Il : ~A1M @ WDI -t MM @ WDI and In : MM @ WDn -t MM @ WDn are 
the identity mappings. 
The following proposition is essentially a variant of Proposition 3 in §§3.2 
of [14]. 
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Proposition 12. For any X E ~(M), we have 
(idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED(2)l--+d1 +d2ED)(X) 
55 
= (OMM 0 idwD(2)((idMM 0 W D(2»)(X), (idMM 0 TiV D(2»)(X)) PI P2 
where pP(2) : D(2) -+ D and pf(2) : D(2) -+ D are the canonical projections 
onto the first and second factors. 
Proof With due regard to the limit diagrrull (4) of Wei I algebras ruld the 
microlinearity of MM, it suffices to see that 
(idMM 0VVD(2»)((idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED(2)l--+dI+d2ED)(X)) = (idMM 0 VV.D(2») 
'/,1 '/,1 
((OMM 0 idwD(2») ((idMM 0 W D(2»)(X), (idMM 0 W D(2»)(X))) (7) PI P2 
and that 
(idMM 0 W.D(2»)((idMM 0 W(dl d2)ED(2)f-+dl+d2ED) ()()) = (idMM 0 TiVD(2») 
'/,2' '1. 2 
((OMM 0 idwD(2»)((idMM 0 TiV D(2»)(X), (idMM 0 W D(2»)(X))) (8) PI P2 
Here we deal only with (7), leaving the sinlilar treatment of (8) safely to the 
reader. By dint of the bifunctionality of 0, it is easy to see that the diagranl 
(MM 0 TiVD(2)) X (MM 0 WD(2)) 
1 
(MM 0 HID) X (A1M 0 WD) 
° MM 0 idwD(2) 
0MM 0idwD 
A1M 0 WD(2) 
1 
MM0WD 
(9) 
commutes, where the left vertical arrow stands for (idMM 0 W.D(2») X (idMM 0 
'/,1 
W.D(2»), and the right vertical arrow stands for idMM 0 W.D(2) with ip(2) : D -+ 
'/,1 '/,1 
D(2) being the canonical injection d E D 1-+ (d,O) E D(2). Therefore we have 
(idMM 0 W.D(2»)((oMM 0 idwD(2»)((idMM 0 W D(2»)(X), (idMM 0 W D(2»)(X))) 
21 PI P2 
= (oil;fM 0 idwD)((idMM 0 W.D(2») ° (idMM 0 TiV D(2»)(X), 
'/,1 PI 
(idil;fM 0 W.D(2») ° (idMM 0 W D(2»)(X))) 
'/,1 P2 
= (oMM 0 idwD) ((idMM 0 (W.D(2) oW D(2»))(X), 
'/,1 PI 
(idMM 0 (W.D(2) oW D(2»)(X)) 
'/,1 P2 
=X 
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while it is trivial to see that 
(idMM ® Wif(2»)((idMM ® W(d 1 ,d2)ED(2)l--4dl+d2 ED )(X)) 
= (idMM ® (Wif (2) ° W(dl,d2)ED(2)l--4dl+d2ED )) (X) 
=X 
Thus we are done. D 
The following corollary is essentially a variant of Proposition 4 in §§3.2 of 
[14]. 
Corollary 13. 
(idMM ® WdEDI--4(d,-d)ED(2)) ((OMM ® idvvD(2»)((idMM ® Wpf(2»)(X), 
(idMM ® W D(2»)(X))) 
P2 
= (idMM ® WdEDI--4(-d,d)ED(2)) ((OMM ® idwD(2»)((idMM ® Wpf(2»)(X), 
(idMM ® W D(2»)(X))) 
P2 
Proof. We have 
(idMM ® WdEDI--4(d,-d)ED(2)) ((oMM ® idwD(2»)((idMM ® Wpf(2»)(X), 
(idMM ® W D(2»)(X))) 
P2 
= (idMM ® WdEDI--4(d,-d)ED(2)) ((idMM ® W(d 1 ,d2)ED(2)l--4d1+d2ED) (X)) 
[by Proposition 12] 
= (idMM ® WdEDI--40ED) (X) 
= OidM 
SiIllilarly we have 
(idMM ® WdEDI--4(-d,d)ED(2)) ((OMM ® idwD (2») ((idMM ® Wpf(2»)(X), 
(idMM ® W D(2»)(X))) 
P2 
D 
The following proposition is essentially a variant of Proposition 6 in §§3.2 
of [14]. 
Proposition 14. For any X, Y E 'N(M) we have 
l(x,y) 
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so that 
X+Y 
= (idMM @ U1+D) ((OMM @idwD(2))((idMM @ Wp~(2))(X), 
(idMM @ TV D(2))(Y))) 
P2 
= (idMM @ W+D) ((OMM @ idwD(2))((idMM @ Wp~(2))(Y)' 
(idMM @ W D(2))(X))) 
P2 
Proof With due regard to the lin lit diagram (4) of Weil algebras and the 
microlinearity of M M, it suffices to see that 
(idMM @ W.D(2))(( 0MM @idwD(2))((idMM @\;11 D(2))(X), (idMM @ lV D(2))(Y))) 
~I PI P2 
= X (10) 
(idMM @W.D(2))((OMM @idWD(2)((idMM @W D(2))(X), (idMM @W D(2))(Y))) 
~2 PI P2 
= Y (11) 
(idMM@W.D(2))((OMM @idwD(2))((idMM @\;11 D(2))(Y), (idMM @W D(2))(X))) 
1,1 PI P2 
= Y (12) 
(idMM@W.D(2))((OMM @idwD(2))((idMM @W D(2))(Y), (idMM @W D(2))(X))) 
'/,2 PI P2 
= X (13) 
Here we deal only with (10), leaving similar treatments of (11)-(13) safely to 
the reader. Exploiting the conlmutativity of the diagralTI (9), we have 
(idMM @ W.D(2))((oMM @idwD(2))((idMM @ W D(2))(X), (idMM @ W D(2))(Y))) ~I PI P2 
= (OMM @ idvVD ) ((idMM @ W.D(2)) ° (idMM @ W D(2))(X), ~I PI 
(idMM @ W.D(2)) ° (idMM @ W D(2))(Y))) 
~I P2 
= (OMM @idwD)((idMM @ (W.D(2) oW D(2)))(X), 
~I PI 
(idMM @ (Ul.D(2) oW D(2))(Y)) 
~I P2 
=X 
Thus we are done. D 
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Theorem 15. For any X, Y E 'N(M), there exists a unique [X, Y] E 'N(M) 
such that 
(idMM ® W(d1,d2)ED2f-'(dl,d2,-d1,-d2)ED4)(Y * X * Y * X) 
= (idMM ® W(dl,d2)ED2f-'dld2ED) ([X, Y]) 
Proof With due regard to the microlinearity of M M and the limit diagram 
of Weil algebras 
idMI\'! 0 W(d 1 ,d2)ED2f->d 1 d2ED 
MM0WD2 f-- MM0WD 
idMM 0 M'dEDf--->(O,O)ED2 
f--
it suffices to see that 
(idMM ® W if2)(idM M ® W(d1,d2)ED2f-'(dl,d2,-d1,-d2)ED4(Y * X * Y * X)) 
= h (14) 
(idMM ® W i?2)(idM M ® W(dl,d2)ED2f-'(dl,d2,-dl,-d2)ED4(Y * X * Y * X)) 
= II (15) 
Here we deal only with (14), leaving a similar treatment of (15) safely to the 
reader. By dint of the bifunctionality of ®, it is easy to see that 
(MM ® W D 4) X (MM ® WD4) 
1 
(iV[M ® TiVD) X (MM ® WD) 
°MM ®idwD4 
0MM ® idwD 
with the left vertical arrow standing for (idMM ® WdEDf-'(d,O,-d,O)ED4) X (idMM ® 
W dEDf-'(d,O,-d,O)ED4) and the right vertical arrow standing for 
idMM ® W dEDf-t(d,O,-d,O)ED4, so that we have 
(idMM ® TiVdEDI---+(d,O,-d,O)ED4)(Y * X * Y * X)) 
= (OMM ® idwD)((idMM ® W dEDf-t(d,O)ED2)(Y * X), 
(idMM ® W dEDI---+(-d,O)ED2)(Y * X)) 
Therefore we have 
(idMM ® W if2)(idM M ® W(dl,d2)ED21---+(dl,d2,d1,d2)ED4(Y * X * Y * X)) 
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= (idMM ® MidEDf-+(d,O,-d,O)ED4)(Y * X * Y * X)) 
= (OMM ® idwD)((idMM ® WdEDf-+(d,O)EDZ)(Y * X), 
(idMM ® W dEDf-+(-d,O)ED2)(Y * X)) 
= (OMM ® idwD)(X, -X) 
= OidM 
Thus we are done. 
Proposition 16. For any X, Y E 'N(M), we have 
[X,Y] = -[Y, X] 
ProaL With due regard to Proposition 14, it suffices to show that 
(idMM ® Wed} ,d2)ED2f-+(dldz,d1d2)ED2) ([X, Y] * [Y, X]) = 12 
This follows from 
(idMM ® W(d1,d2)ED2f-+(dld2,d1d2)ED2) ([X, Y) * [Y, X)) 
= (idMM ® W(dl ,d2)ED2f-+(d2,dl ,-d2,-dl ,dl ,d2,-d1 ,-d2)ED8) 
(Y * X * Y * X * X * Y * X * Y) 
= (OMM ® idwD2)((idMM ® W(dl,d2)EDZf-+(d2,dl,-d2)ED3)(Y * X * Y), 
(idMM ® W(d1,d2)ED2f-+(-d1,d1)ED2)(X * X), 
(idMM ® W(dl ,d2)ED2f-+(d2,-d1 ,-d2)ED3) (Y * X * Y)) 
[by the bifunctionality of ® 1 
= (0 MM ® idwD2)((idMM ® W(dl,d2)ED2f-+(d2,d1,-d2)ED3 )(Y * X * Y), 12 , 
(idMM ® W(dl,d2)ED2f-+(d2,-d1,-d2)ED3 )(Y * X * Y)) 
= (OMM ® idwD2)((idMM ® W(d1,d2)ED2f-+(d2,dl,-d2)ED3)(Y * X * Y), 
(idMM ® W(dl,d2)ED2f-+(d2,-d1,-d2)ED3)(Y * X * Y)) 
= (idMM ® W(dl,d2)ED2f-+(d2,dl,-d2,d2,-dl,-d2)ED6 )(Y * X * Y * Y * X * Y) 
[by the bifunctionality of ® 1 
= (OMM ® idwD)((idMM ® Mi(dl,d2)ED2f-+(d2,dl)ED2)(X * Y), 
(id M M ® W(dl ,d2)ED2f-+(-d2,d2)ED2) (Y * Y), 
(idMM ® W(d1,d2)ED2f-+(-dl,-d2)ED2)(Y * X)) 
[by the bifunctionality of ®] 
= (OMM ® idwD2)((idl\1M ® W(d1,d2)ED2f-+(d2,dl)ED2)(X * Y), 12 , 
(idMM ® Mi(dl,d2)ED2f-+(-dl,-d2)ED2)(Y * X)) 
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= (OMM 0 idwDJ((idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED21-4(d2,dl)ED2)(X * Y), 
(idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED21-4(-dl,-d2)ED2)(Y * X)) 
= (idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED21-4(d2,dl,-dl,-d2)ED4)(Y * X * X * Y) 
[by the bifunctionality of 0] 
= (OMM 0 idwDJ((idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED2I-4d2ED)(Y), 
(idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED21-4(dl,-dl)ED2)(X * X), 
(idJ\1M 0 W(dl,d2)ED21-4-d2ED)(Y)) 
[by the bifunctionality of 0) 
= (OMM 0 idwD2)((idM M 0 W(dl,d2)ED2I-4d2ED)(Y),12 , 
(idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED21-4-d2ED)(Y)) 
= (OMM 0 idwD2 )((idM M 0 W(dl,d2)ED2I-4d2ED)(Y), 
(idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED21-4-d2ED) (Y)) 
= (idMM 0 W(dl,d2)ED21-4(d2,-d2)ED2 )(Y * Y) 
= 12 
H. Nishimura 
o 
The proof of the Jacobi identity is postponed to the subsequent two sections. 
5. The General Jacobi Identity 
The principal objective in this section is to give a proof of the general Jacobi 
identity. Our harder treatment of the general Jacobi identity is preceded by a 
simpler treatment of the primordial Jacobi identity, because the latter is easier 
to grasp intuitively. 
Proposition 17. The diagram 
M 0 W D3{(1,3),(2,3)} 
idJ\10 W1j; 1 
M0WD2 
idM 0 Wcp 
idM 0 W·D 2 ~D(2) 
is a pullback diagram, where the putative mapping rp : D2 ---* D3{ (1,3), (2,3)} 
is 
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while the putative mapping t/J : D2 ---+ D3 {(I, 3), (2, 3)} is 
(d1 , d2) E D2 ~ (d1 , d2, d 1d2) E D3{(l, 3), (2, 3)} 
Proof. This follows from the microlinearity of 1\11 and the pullback diagranl 
of Weil algebras 
lV<p 
W D3{(1,3),(2,3)} ---+ Vf'D2 
W'lj; 1 1 W· D2 
t D(2) 
WD2 ---+ 111 D(2) 
W·D2 
t D(2) 
Corollary 18. For any 11,12 E ]1,1 0 TiV D2, if (idM 0 Vf1.D2 ) (11) 
t D (2) 
D 
(idM @ WiE!,J (-)'2), then there exists unique')' E M @ W D3{(1,3),(2,3)j with 
(idM 0 W<p)(/) = 11 and (idM 0 W'lj;)(/) = 12. 
Remark 19. Thus I encodes 11 and 12, which are in turn recovered from 
I via idM 0 W<p and idM 0 W'lj; respectively. 
Notation 20. We will write 9(''11,/2) for I in the above corollary. 
Definition 21. The stron9 difference 12 - 11 E M 0 W D is defined to be 
(idM 0 WdEDr-+(O,O,d)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)}) (9(/1 ,/2)) 
The following is the prototype for the general Jacobi identity. 
Theorem 22. (The Primordial Jacobi Identity) Let 11,/2,13 E M0 W D 2. 
As long as the following three expressions are well defined (i.e., 
( idM 0 W· D2 ) (11) = (idM 0 W· D2 ) (/2) = (idM 0 W· D2 ) (/3)), t D(2) t D(2) t D(2) 
they sum up only to vanish: 
12 -11 
13 -/2 
11 -/3 
Its proof is based cOlnpletely upon the following theoreln. 
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Theorem 23. The diagram 
idM 0 W·02 
t o (2) M0WD2 idM 0 W·02 t o (2) 
./ i '\, 
M0WD(2) M0WE M0WD(2) 
idM 0 W·02 
t o (2) i ./ '\, i idM 0 W·02 t o (2) 
M0WD2 M0WD2 
'\, 
./ 
idM 0 W·02 
t o (2) M0WD(2) idM 0 W·02 t o (2) 
is a limit diagram, where the putative object E is 
1)4{(1,3), (2,3), (1,4), (2,4), (3,4)} 
and the putative lnapping iE~2) : 1)(2) ---+ 1)2 is (d1, d2) E 1)(2) 1---+ (dl , d2) E 1)2, 
while the three unnamed arrows M @ WE ---+ ]1/1 @ W D2 are idM@ WZi (i = 1,2,3) 
with the putative lnappings li : 1)2 ---+ E (i = 1,2,3) being 
h : (d1, d2) E 1)2 1---+ (d l , d2, 0, 0) E E 
l2 : (db d2) E 1)2 1---+ (db d2, dl d2, 0) E E 
l3 : (d1, d2) E 1)2 1---+ (d1, d2, 0, dl d2) E E 
This theorem follows directly from the following lemma. 
Lemma 24. The following diagram is a limit diagram of Weil algebras: 
W· D 2 
'L D (2) 
WD 2 W· D 2 
'L D (2) 
/ i "\. 
WD (2) WE WD (2) 
W· D 2 
'L D (2) 
i / ~ i W· D 2 
'L D (2) 
VVD 2 WD 2 
~ / 
W· D 2 
'/.D(2) 
WD (2) W· D 2 
'/.D(2) 
Proof Let 11, 12, 13 E W D2 and I E Vl! E so that they are the polynomials 
with real coefficients in the following form: 
Il(X1, X 2) = a + al X 1 + a2X2 + a12XlX2 
12(Xl , X 2) = b + blXl + b2X 2 + b12XlX2 
13(Xl , X 2) = C + ClXl + C2X2 + C12XlX2 
I(Xl , X2, X3, X 4) = e + elXl + e2 X 2 + e12 X l X 2 + e3 X 3 + e4X4 
The condition that W· D 2 (11) = W· D 2 (-,2) = W· D 2 (/3) is equivalent to the 
'/.D(2) 'L D (2) 'L D (2) 
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following three conditions as a whole: 
a=b=c 
al = bl = Cl 
a2 = b2 = C2 
63 
Therefore, in order that W Z1 (,) = ,1, W h ( ,) = ,2 and TiVl3 ( ,) = ,3 in this case, 
it is necessary and sufficient that the polynomial" should be of the following 
form: 
,(Xl, X2, X 3 , X 4 ) = a+alXl +a2X 2 +a12X l X 2 + (b12 - a12)X3 + (C12 - a12)X4 
This completes the proof. D 
Corollary 25. Given ,1, ,2, ,3 E M®WD 2 with VV D 2 (,'1) = VV D 2 (,2) = 
'/.D(2) '/.D(2) 
W· D 2 (,3), tllere exists a unique, E M®WE , usally denoted by h(r1,'Y2,'"Y3) , such 
'/.D(2) 
that'i = (idM ® WlJ(,) (i = 1,2,3). 
Remark 26. Thus hCn ,'"'/2,'"Y3) encodes ,I, ,2 and ,3, which are in turn 
recovered frOlTI h(r1,'"'/2,'"'/3) via idM ® W li (i = 1,2,3). 
Proof (of the primordial Jacobi identity). Let ti (i = 1,2,3) be the three 
expression in Theoren1 22 in order. It is easy to see that 
9(r1,'"'/2) = (idM ® W(d1,d2,d3)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}I--'(d1,d2,d3,O)EE) (h(r1,'"'/2,'"'/3)) 
9(r2 ,'"'/3) = (idM ® W(dl,d2,d3)ED3 {(l,3),(2,3)}I--'(dl ,d2,d1d2-d3,d3)EE) (h(r1 ,'"'/2,'"'/3)) 
9(r3,'"'/1) = (idM ® W(d1 ,d2,d3)ED3{ (1,3),(2,3)}I--'(dl ,d2,O,dl d2-d3)EE) (h(r1 ,'"'/2,'"'/3)) 
Therefore we have 
tl 
= (idM ® W dED I--'(O,O,d)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}) (9(r1 ,'"'/2)) 
= (idM ® W dEDI--'(O,o,d)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}) 0 (idM 
® W(d1 ,d2,d3)ED3{ (l,3),(2,3)}I--'(d l ,d2,d3,O)EE) 
(h(rl ,'"'/2,'"'/3)) 
= (idM ® TiVdEDI--'(O,O,d,O)EE) (h(r1 ,'"'/2,'"'/3)) 
t2 
= (idM ® W dEDI--'(O,o,d)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)})(9(r2,'"'/3)) 
= (idM ® W dEDI--'(O,O,d)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}) 0 (idM 
® W(dl ,d2,d3)ED3{ (l,3),(2,3)}I--'(dl ,d2,dld2-d3 ,d3)EE) 
( h (rl , '"'/2 , '"'/3 ) ) 
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= (idM <29 WdEDI--t(O,O,-d,d)EE) (h(-Yl,'Y2,'Y3)) 
t3 
= (idM 0 W dED I--t(O,O,d)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)}) (9(-Y2,'Y3)) 
= (idM 0 W dED I--t(O,O,d)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)}) 0 (idM 
o W(dl ,d2,d3)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)}I--t(dl ,d2,O,dld2-d3)EE) 
(h(-yl ,'1'2,'1'3)) 
= (idM 0 W dEDI--t(O,O,O,-d)EE)(h('Yl,'Y2,'Y3)) 
let} ,i2,t3) = (idM 0 W(dl ,d2,d3)ED(3)I--t(O,O,dl-d2,d2-d3)EE) (h(-y} ,'1'2,'1'3)) 
This lueans that 
tr + t2 + t3 
= (idM 0 W dEDI--t(d,d,d)ED(3)) (l(t} ,i2,t3)) 
= (idM 0 W dEDI--t(d,d,d)ED(3)) 0 (idM 
o W(dl ,d2,d3)ED(3)I--t(O,O,dl-d2,d2-d3)EE) (h(-yl ,'1'2,'1'3)) 
= (idM 0 WdEDI--t(O,O,d-d,d-d)EE) (h(-Yl,'Y2,'Y3)) 
= (idlV! 0 WdEDI--t(O,O,O,O)EE) (h(-yl ,'1'2,'1'3)) 
Thus the proof of the primordial Jacobi identity is complete. 
Proposition 27. The diagram 
M 0 W D4{(2,4),(3,4)} 
o 
idM 0 W1j;f 1 idM 0 W. D 3 
2 D3 {(2,3)} 
M0WD 3 
idM 0W. D 3 
2 D3 {(2,3)} 
is a pullback diagram, where the putative mapping <Pt : D3 -7 D4{ (2,4), (3,4)} 
is 
(dr, d2, d3) E D3 t--+ (d1, d2, d3, 0) E D4{(2, 4), (3, 4)} 
while tl1e putative mapping 'lj;f : D3 -7 D4{ (2,4), (3,4)} is 
(d1 , d 2 , d 3) E D3 t--+ (dr, d2, d 3 , d2d3) E D4{(2, 4), (3, 4)} 
Proof This follows from the microlinearity of M and the pullback diagram 
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of Weil algebras 
W D4{(2,4),(3,4)} 
W'ljIf 1 
WD 3 
TV 3 
<PI 
---+ 
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Corollary 28. For an'y /'1,/'2 E 11.1 ® W D 3, if (idM ® W· D 3 ) (/'1) = ~ D3{(2,3)} 
( idM ® W· D 3 ) (-,2), then there exists unique /' E M ® TiVD4{(2,4),(3,4)} with ~D3{(2,3)} 
(idM ® W<pf)(/') = /'1 and (idM ® W'ljIf)(/') = /'2-
Remark 29. Thus /' encodes /'1 and /'2, which are in turn recovered from 
/' via idM ® W<pf and idM ® vV'ljIf respectively. 
Notation 30. We will write 9(1 ) for /' in the above corollary. 
11,'Y2 
Definition 31. The (first) strong difference /'2 -/'1 E M ® TiV D2 is defined 
1 
to be 
(idM ® W(dl,d2)ED21---t(dl ,O,O,d2)ED4{(2,4),(3,4)} )(9(,1,,2)) 
Proposition 32. The diagram 
1110 W D4{(1,4),(3,4)} 
idM 0W1jJ~ 1 
M0WD 3 
idM 0 W. D 3 
t D3 «1.3)} 
is a pullback diagram, where the putative mapping cp~ : D3 ---+ D4{ (1,4), (3,4)} 
is 
(d1 ,d2,d3) E D3 r--+ (d1 ,d2,d3,O) E D 4{(1,4),(3,4)} 
while the putative mapping 'ljJ~ : D3 ---+ D4{ (1,4), (3, 4)} is 
(d1 , d2, d3) E D3 r--+ (d1 , d2, d3, d1d3) E D4{(1, 4), (3, 4)} 
Proof This follows from the microlinearity of M and the pullback diagram 
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of Wei 1 algebras 
W D4{(1,4),(3,4)} 
w~~ 1 
WD 3 
D 
Corollary 33. For any 1'1,1'2 E M ® WD3, if (idM ® W· D 3 ) (1'1) = 
t D3 {(1,3)} 
( idM ® WiD3 ) (1'2), then there exists unique I' E M ® W D4{(1,4),(3,4)} with 
D3{(1,3)} 
(idM ® W<p~)(I') = 1'1 and (idM ® W~~)(I') = 1'2· 
Remark 34. Thus I' encodes 1'1 and 1'2, which are in turn recovered fron1 
I' via idM ® W<p~ and idM ® W~~. 
Notation 35. We will write g(2 ) for I' in the above corollary. 
/1 "-1'2 
Definition 36. The (second) strong difference 1'2 - 1'1 E M ® W D2 is 
2 
defined to be 
(idM ® Ul(dl ,d2)ED21-4(O,dl ,O,d2)ED4{ (1,4),(3,4))) (g(/l ,"12)) 
Proposition 37. The diagram 
M @ W D4{(1,4),(2,4)} 
idM @ VV1/J~ 1 idM@W. D 3 
z D3 {(1,2)} 
M@WD 3 
idM @WiD3 
D3{(1,2)} 
is a pullback diagram, where the putative mapping cp~ : D3 -+ D4{ (1,4), (2, 4)} 
is 
(d1, d2, d3) E D3 t-+ (db d2, d3, 0) E D4{(1, 4), (2,4)} 
while the putative mapping 'Ij;~ : D3 -+ D4{ (1,4), (2,4)} is 
(db d2, d3) E D3 t-+ (d1, d2, d3, d1d2) E D4{(1~4), (2, 4)} 
Proof. This follows from the microlinearity of M and the pullback diagram 
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of Weil algebras 
W D4{(l,4),(2,4)} 
T11~~ 1 
W D 3 
D 
Corollary 38. For any 1'1,1'2 E 1111 @ W D3, if (idM @ VViD3 ) (1'1) = 
D3{(l,2)} 
( idM @ W iD3 ) (1'2), then there exists unique I' E 1\1 @ TiV D4{(1,4),(2,4)} with 
D3{(1,2)} 
(idM @ Wcp~)(I') = 1'1 and (idM @ W~~)(I') = 1'2. 
Remark 39. Thus I' encodes 1'1 and 1'2, which are in turn recovered from 
I' via idM @ Wcp~ and idM @ liV~~. 
Notation 40. We will write g3( ) for I' in the above corollary. 
,1,,2 
Definition 41. The (third) strong difference 1'2 -1'1 E 1\1 @ W D2 is defined 
3 
to be 
(idM @ W(dl ,d2)ED2f--'(O,O,dl ,d2)ED4 {(1,4),(3,4)}) (g{,l ,,2)) 
The general Jacobi identity discovered by Nishirnura [18] goes as follows: 
Theorem 42. (The General Jacobi Identity) Let 1'123,1'132,1'213,1'231,1'312, 
1'321 E M @ W D3. As long as the following three expressions are well defined, 
they sum up only to vanish: 
· . . 
(1'123 -1'132) - (1'231 -1'321) 
1 1 
· . . 
(1'231 - 1'213) - (1'312 - 1'132) 
2 2 
· . . 
(1'312 - 1'321) - (1'123 - 1'213) 
3 3 
Now we set out on a long journey to establish the above theoreln. Let us 
begin with 
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Proposition 43. The diagram 
M0WE [1] 
1 
M 0 WD 4{(2,4),(3,4)} 
idM 0 Wryi 
M 0 WD 4{(2,4),(3,4)} 
1 idM 0 Wii4 
M0WD (2) 
is a pullback, where the putative object E[l] is 
1)7{(2,6), (3,6), (4,6),(5,6),(1,7), (2,7), (3,7),(4,7),(5,7), (6,7), (2,4), 
(2,5), (3,4), (3,5)} 
the putative mapping ii4 : 1)(2) -+ 1)4{ (2,4), (3, 4)} is 
(d1, d2) E 1)(2) r--+ (d1, 0, 0, d2) E 1)4{(2, 4), (3, 4)} 
the putative mapping 7Jf : 1)4{(2, 4), (3, 4)} -+ E[l] is 
(d1,d2,d3,d4) E 1)4{(2,4), (3,4)} r--+ 
(dl, d2, d3, 0, 0, d4, 0) E E[l] 
and the putative mapping 7J~ : 1)4{(2, 4), (3, 4)} -+ E[l] is 
(d1,d2,d3,d4) E 1)4{(2,4), (3,4)} r--+ 
(dl,0,0,d2,d3,d4,dl d4) E E[l] 
Proof This follows from the microlinearity of M and the pullback diagram 
of Weil algebras 
W 7Ji 
WEll] -+ W D4{(2,4),(3,4)} 
W7J~ 1 1 TV'l '/,14 
W D4{(2,4),(3,4)} -+ W D(2) 
W·} 
'/,14 
0 
Notation 44. We will write LL L§, L§ and L! for the putative mappings 
7Jf 0 ({Jf, 7Jf 0 1/Jf, 7J~ 0 ({Jf and 7J~ 0 1/Jf respectively. That is to say, we have 
d : (dl, d2, d3) E 1)3 r--+ (dl , d2, d3, 0, 0, 0, 0) E E[l] 
L§ : (dl, d2, d3) E 1)3 r--+ (dl, d2, d3, 0, 0, d2d3, 0) E E[l] 
L§ : (d1, d2, d3) E 1)3 r--+ (dl, 0, 0, d2, d3, 0, 0) E E[l] 
L1 : (dl, d2, d3) E 1)3 r--+ (d l , 0, 0, d2, d3, d2d3, dld2d3) E E[l] 
Corollary 45. For any 1'1, 1'2, 1'3, 1'4 E M ® W D3, if the expression 
. . . 
(1'4 - 1'3) - (1'2 - '")'1) 
1 1 
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is well defined, then there exists unique / E M 0 W E[l] such that (idM ® 
W Ll)(/) = /i (i = 1,2,3,4). 
t 
Remark 46. This means that / encodes /1, /2, /3 and /4, which are in 
turn recovered from / via idM ® WL~ 'so 
t 
Notation 47. We will vvrite h 1( ) for / in the above corollary. 
,1,,2,,3,,4 
Remark 48. We note that 
g(,1,,2) = (idM 0 W 77I ) (he,l ,,2,,3,,4)) 
g(,3,,4) (idM 0 W77~)(he'I"2"3"4)) 
Therefore we have 
. . 1 
/2 - /1 = (ldM 0 W(d1,d2) ED2l--' (dl ,O,O,d2)ED4 {(2,4),(3,4)}) (ghl ,,2)) 
1 
= (idM ® W(dl ,d2)ED2l--'(dl ,O,O,d2)ED4{(2,4),(3,4)}) 0 (idM 0 Ti\177I ) (herl ,"}'2,,3,,4)) 
= (idM ® W(dl ,d2)ED2l--'(dl ,o,o,O,O,d2,O)EE[1]) (he,l ,,2,,3,,4))' 
. . 1 
/4 /3 = (ldM ® W(dl ,d2)ED2l--'(dl ,O,O,d2)ED4{(2,4),(3,4)}) (gh3,,4)) 1 
= (idM ® W(dl,d2)ED 2l--'(dl ,O,O,d2)ED4{ (2,4),(3,4))) 0 (idM 0 W77~)( he,l ,,2,,3,,4)) 
= (idM ® W(dl ,d2)ED2l--'(dl,O,O,O,O,d2,dl d2)EE[1]) (h(Il ,,2,,3,,4))· 
Thus we have 
g(. ') = (idM® W(d1,d2,d3)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}l--'(dl ,o,O,O,O,d2,d3)EE[1]) (he,l ,,2,,3,,4)) 
,2-,1 ,Af4 -,3 
1 1 
Finally we have 
. . . 
(/4 - /3) - (/2 - /1) 
1 1 
= (idM ® Ti\ldEDl--'(O,O,d)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)})(9(' ')) 12 -,I ,14 -,3 
1 1 
= (idM ® W dEDl--'(O,O,d)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}) 0 (idM 
® W(dl ,d2,d3)ED3{ (1,3),(2,3)}l--'(dl ,o,O,O,O,d2,d3)EE[1]) 
(he,I ,,2,,3,,4) ) 
= (idM ® Ti\ldEDl--'(O,O,O,O,O,O,d)EE[l] )(he'l ,,2,,3,Af4)) 
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Proposition 49. The diagram 
M®WE [2j 
1 
M ® WD 4{(1,4),(3,4)} 
idM ® Wryi 
M ® W D 4{(1,4),(3,4)} 
1 
M®WD (2) 
is a pullback, where the putative object E[2] is 
1)7{(1,6), (3,6), (4,6), (5,6), (1,7), (2,7), (3,7), (4,7), (5,7), (6,7), (1,4), 
(1,5), (3,4), (3,5)} 
the putative mapping i~4 : 1)(2) ~ 1)4{ (1,4), (3, 4)} is 
(dl, d2) E 1)(2) ~ (0, d1, 0, d2) E 1)4{(1, 4), (3, 4)} 
the putative mapping "7r : 1)4{(1, 4), (3, 4)}} ~ E[2] is 
(d1,d2,d3,d4) E 1)4{(1,4), (3,4)} ~ 
(d1, d2, d3, 0, 0, d4, 0) E E[2J 
and the putative mapping "7~ : 1)4{ (1,4), (3,4)} ~ E[2] is 
(d1,d2,d3,d4) E 1)4{(1,4), (3,4)} ~ 
(0, d2, 0, d1, d3, d4, d2d4) E E[2] 
Proof This follows from the microlinearity of M and the pullback diagram 
of Weil algebras 
liV 2 
"h 
W E [2] ~ W D4{(1,4),(3,4)} 
W7J~ 1 1 W·2 '/,24 
W D4{ (1,4),(3,4)} ~ W D (2) 
W·2 
'/,24 
0 
Notation 50. We will write l,r, l,~, l,§ and l,~ for the putative mappings 
"7i 0 (jJ~, "7i 0 'ljJ~, "7§ 0 (jJ~ and "7§ 0 'ljJ~ respectively. That is to say, we have 
l,I : (d1, d2, d3) E 1)3 ~ (d1, d2, d3, 0, 0, 0, 0) E E[2] 
l,~ : (dl, d2, d3) E 1)3 ~ (d1, d2, d3, 0, 0, d2d3, 0) E E[2] 
l,§ : (dl, d2, d3) E 1)3 ~ (0, d2, 0, d3, dl, 0, 0) E E[2] 
l,~ : (d1, d2, d3) E 1)3 ~ (0, d2, 0, d3, d1, d1d3, d1d2d3) E E[2] 
Corollary 51. For any [1, [2, [3, [4 E M @ W D3, if the expression 
. . . 
( [4 - [3) - ([2 - [1) 
2 2 
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is well defined, then there exists unique I E M 0 W E[2] such that (id1l1 @ 
WL2)([) = Ii (i = 1,2,3,4). 
t 
Remark 52. This means that I encodes ill, 12, 13 and 14, which are in 
turn recovered from I via idM 0 WL; 'so 
Notation 53. We will write h2( ) for I in the above corollBJY· 
/'1, /'2, /'3, /'4 
Remark 54. We note that 
9(/'1,/'2) = (idM 0 W7]i)(h(/,1,/,2,/,3,/,4)) 
9(/,3,/'4) = (idM 0 W7]§)(h(/,1,/,2,/,3,/,4)) 
Therefore we have 
. . ') 
12 - 11 = (ldM 0 W(d1,d2)ED2,.....(O,d1,O,d2)ED4{(l,4),(3,4)} )(9(/,1 ,/,2)) 
2 
= (idM 0 W(d1,d2)ED2,.....(O,dl,O,d2)ED4{(l,4),(3,4)}) 0 (idM 01iV7]i)(h(/,1,/,2,/,3,/,4)) 
= (idM 0 M1(dl ,d2)ED2,.....(O,dl,O,O,O,d2,O)EE[2]) (h(/'l ,/,2,/,3,,'4)) 
14 -/3 = (idM 0 W(d1 ,d2)ED2"""(O,d1 ,O,d2)ED4{(l,4),(3,4)})(9(/,3,/,4)) 2 
= (idM 0 W(d1 ,d2)ED2,.....(O,d1 ,O,d2)ED4{(l,4),(3,4)}) 0 (idM 0 M17]§)(h(/,1,/,2,/,3,/,4)) 
= (idM 0 M1(d1,d2)ED2,.....(O,d1,O,O,O,d2,d1 d2)EE[2])(h(/,1,/,2,/,3,'"Y4)) 
Thus we have 
9(' ') = (idM0 W(d1 ,d2,d3)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}I-'(O,d1 ,o,O,O,d2,d3)EE[2]) (h(/'l ,/,2,/,3,/,4)) /'2 -/'1, /'4 -/'3 
2 2 
Finally we have 
. . . 
([4 -/3) - ([2 -11) 
2 2 
= (idM 0 M1dEDI-'(O,O,d)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)})(9(' ')) 
/'2 -/'1 ,/'4 -/'3 
2 2 
= (idM 0 M1dED,.....(O,O,d)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}) 0 (idM 
o W(d1,d2,d3)ED3{(l,3),(2,3)}I-'(O,d1 ,o,O,O,d2,d3)EE[2]) 
( h( /'1, /'2, /'3, /'4) ) 
= (idM 0 W dEDI-'(O,O,O,O,O,O,d)EE[2]) (h(/,1,/,2,/,3,/,4)) 
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Proposition 55. The diagram 
M®WE [3j 
1 
M ® W D 4{(1,4),(2,4)} 
idM ® Wryr 
M ® WD 4{(1,4),(2,4)} 
1 idM ® Wi~4 
M®WD (2) 
is a pullback, where the putative object E[3] is 
1)7{(1,6), (2,6), (4,6),(5,6), (1,7), (2,7), (3,7), (4,7), (5,7), (6,7), (1,4), 
(1,5), (2,4), (2,5)}} 
the putative mapping i~4 : 1)(2) --+ 1)4{(1, 4), (2, 4)} is 
(db d2) E 1)(2) 1-7 (0,0, d1 , d2) E 1)4{(1, 4), (2, 4)} 
the putative mapping 'l7f : 1)4{ (1,4), (2,4)}} --+ E[3] is 
(d1,d2,d3,d4 ) E 1)4{(1,4),(2,4)} 1-7 
(d1, d2, d3, 0, 0, d4 , 0) E E[3] 
and the putative mapping 'l7~ : 1)4{(1, 4), (3, 4)} --+ E[3] is 
(d1,d2,d3,d4) E 1)4{(1,4), (2,4)} 1-7 
(0,0,d3,d1,d2,d4,d3d4) E E[3] 
Proof This follows from the microlinearity of M and the pullback diagram 
of Weil algebras 
W7]{ 
WE[3] --+ W D4{(l,4),(2,4)} 
W7]~ 1 1 W·3 
'/.34 
W D4{(l,4),(2,4)} --+ WD(2) 
W·3 
'/.34 
D 
Notation 56. We will write ['r, [,~, [,~ and [,~ for the putative mappings 
'l7f 0 SO~, 'l7f 0 'ljJ~, 'l7~ 0 SO~ and 'l7~ 0 'ljJ~ respectively. That is to say, we have 
[,f : (d1 , d2, d3) E 1)3 1-7 (d1 , d2, d3, 0, 0, 0, 0) E E[3] 
[,~ : (d1 , d2, d3) E 1)3 1-7 (db d2, d3, 0, 0, d1d2, 0) E E[3] 
[,~ : (db d2, d3) E 1)3 1-7 (0,0, d3, d1 , d2, 0, 0) E E[3] 
[,~ : (d1 , d2, d3) E 1)3 1-7 (0,0, d3, d1 , d2, d1d2, d1d2d3) E E[3] 
Corollary 57. For any 11, 12, 13, 14 E M 0 W D3, if the expression 
. . . 
(,4 - 13) - (,2 - 11) 
3 3 
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is well defined, then there exists unique I' E M ® W E[3J such that (idM ® 
Wl,~)(I') = I'i (i = 1,2,3,4). 
1-
Remark 58. This means that I' encodes 1'1, 1'2, 1'3 and 1'4, which are in 
turn recovered from I' via idM ® Wl,f's. 
Notation 59. We will write h3( ) for I' in the above corollary. 
,1,,2,,3,,4 
Remark 60. We note that 
9(,1,,2) = (idM ® ltV7Jf )(hf,l,,2,,3,,4)) 
9(,3,,4) = (idM ® W7J~)(hf'l"2"3"4)) 
Therefore we have 
. . 3 
1'2 "3 1'1 = (ldM ® W(d1 ,d2)ED2~(O,O,d1 ,d2)ED4{(I,4),(2,4)}) (9(11,,2)) 
= (idM ® Wed} ,d2)ED2~(O,O,d1 ,d2)ED4{(I,4),(2,4)}) 0 (idM ® W7Jf)( h(11 ,,2,,3,")'4)) 
= (idM ® W(d1 ,d2)ED2~(O,O,dl ,O,O,d2,O)EE[3J) (hf'1 ,,2,,3,,4))' 
. . 3 
1'4 - 1'3 = (ldM ® W(dl ,d2)ED2~(O,O,d1 ,d2)ED4{(I,4),(2,4)}) (9(13,,4)) 
3 
= (idM ® W(d1 ,d2)ED2~(O,O,d1 ,d2)ED4{ (I,4),(2,4))) 0 (idM ® W7J~) (h(11 ,,2,,3,,4)) 
= (idM ® W(d1,d2)ED2~(o,O,d1 ,O,O,d2,d1d2)EE[3J) (h(11 ,,2,,3,,4))' 
Thus we have 
9(' ') = (idM® 1iV(d1,d2,d3)ED3{(I,3),(2,3)}~(O,O,d1 ,O,O,d2,d3)EE[3J) (hf'1 ,,2,,3,,4)) 
,2-{1,,4-,3 
3 3 
Finally we have 
. . . 
( 1'4 - 1'3) - (1'2 - 1'1) 
3 3 
= (idM ® WdED~(O,O,d)ED3{ (l,3),(2,3)}) (9(' ')) 12 -,1 ,14 -,3 
3 3 
= (idM ® WdED~(O,O,d)ED3{(I,3),(2,3)}) 
o (idM ® W( d1 ,d2 ,d3) ED3 {(I ,3), (2,3)}~ (O,O,dl,O,O,d2 ,d3) EE[3J ) 
(h(11 ,,2,,3,,4)) 
= (idM ® WdED~(O,O,O,o,O,o,d)EE[31)(hf'1"2"3"4)) 
Now we come to the crucial step in the proof of the general Jacobi identity. 
74 
Theorem 61. The diagram 
idM 0 Whl 12 M0WE[1] idM 0 Whl 31 
./ r '\, 
M 0 WD 3EBD3 M0 Wc M 0 WD 3EBD3 
idM 0 Wh2 12 r ./ '\, i 
M0WE[2] M0WE[3] 
'\, ./ 
idM 01¥h2 23 M 0 WD 3EBD3 idM 0 Wh3 23 
is a lilnit diagram with the three unnamed arrows being 
idM 0 Wkl : M 0 We -+ M 0 W E[l] 
idM 0 Wk2 : M 0 We -+ M 0 WE [2] 
idM 0 Wk3 : M 0 We -+ M 0 WE [3] 
where the putative object G is 
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idM 0 Wh~l 
l)B{(2,4), (3,4), (1,5),(3,5), (1,6), (2,6), (4,5), (4,6), (5,6), (1,7), (2,7), (3, 7), 
(4,7), (5,7),(6,7), (1,8), (2,8),(3,8), (4,8), (5,8), (6,8),(7,8)}, 
the putative mapping kl : E[l] -+ G is 
(dl,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,d7) E E[l] r-+ 
(dl , d2 + d4, d3 + d5, d6 - d2d3 d4d5, -dl d5, dl d4, d7 + dl d2 d3, dl d2d3) E G, 
the putative lnapping k2 : E[2] -+ G is 
(dl , d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7) E E[2] r-+ 
(d l + d5, d2, d3 + d4, -d2d3, d6 - dl d3 - d4d5, dl d2, d2d4d5, d7) E G, 
the putative mapping k3 : E[3] -+ G is 
(d l , d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7) E E[3] r-+ 
(dl + d4, d2 + d5, d3, -d4d5, -dl d3, d6, -d7, -d7 + d3d4d5) E G, 
the putative mapping hi2 is L~ EEl L§, the putative mapping hI2 is L~ EEl LI, the 
putative mapping h§3 is L§ EEl L~, the putative mapping h~3 is L~ EEl L1, the putative 
mapping h~l is L~ EEl L~, and the putative mapping h§l is Ll EEl LI. 
The proof of the above theorem follows directly from the following lemma. 
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Lemma 62. The following diagram is a limit diagram of 1Veil algebras: 
W hi2 VV Ell] VVh§l 
,/ i \, 
W D3EBD3 vlle W D3EBD3 
Whiz i ,/ \, i T¥h~l 
VVE[2] liVE [3] 
\, ,/ 
Wh~3 liVD3EBD3 Wh~3 
Proof. Let 11 E W E[l], 12 E W E[2], 13 E W E[3] and I E \iV G so that they are 
polynomials with real coefficients in the following forms: 
11()(1,)(2,)(3,)(4,)(5,)(6,)(7) 
= a
1 
+ ai)(l + a~)(2 + a~)(3 + ad)(4 + ag)(5 + a~)(6 + a~)(7 + ab)(1)(2 
+ ai3)(1)(3 + ai4)(1)(4 + ai5)(1)(5 + ai6)(1)(6 + a~3)(2)(3 + ad5)(4)(5 
+ ai23)(1)(2)(3 + ai45)(1)(4)(5 
12()(1,)(2,)(3,)(4,)(5,)(6,)(7) 
= a
2 
+ ar)(l + a§)(2 + a~)(3 + a~)(4 + a~)(5 + a~)(6 + a~)(7 + ar2)(1)(2 
+ ar3)(1)(3 + a§3)(2)(3 + a§4)(2)(4 + a§5)(2)(5 + a§6)(2)(6 + a~5)(4)(5 
2 2 + a123)(1)(2)(3 + a245)(2)(4)(5 
13()(1,)(2,)(3,)(4,)(5,)(6,)(7) 
= a
3 + ar)(l + a~)(2 + a~)(3 + a~)(4 + a~)(5 + a~)(6 + a~)(7 + ar2)(1)(2 
+ ar3)(1)(3 + a~3)(2)(3 + a~4)(3)(4 + a~5)(3)(5 + a~6)(3)(6 + a~5)(4)(5 
+ ar23)(1)(2)(3 + a~45)(3)(4)(5 
1()(1,)(2,)(3,)(4,)(5,)(6,)(7,)(S) 
= b + b1)(1 + b2)(2 + b3)(3 + b4)(4 + b5)(5 + b6)(6 + b7)(7 + bs)(s + b12)(1)(2 
+ b13)(1)(3 + b14)(1)(4 + b23 )(2)(3 + b25 )(2)(5 + b36 )(3)(6 
It is easy to see that 
Vf1h1 (,1)()(1,)(2,)(3,)(4,)(5,)(6) 
12 
= a1 +ai)(l +a~)(2+a1)(3 +a~)(2)(3+ai2)(1)(2+ai3)(1)(3+ai6)( 1)(2)(3+a~3)(2X3 
+ ab3)(1)(2)(3 + ai)(4 + ad)(5 + ag)(6 + ai4)(4)(5 + ah)(4)(6 + a~5)(5)(6 
+ ai45)(4)(5)(6 
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= a
1 + aiXl + a~X2 + a~X3 + ai2 X I X 2 + ai3XIX3 + (a~ + a~3)X2X3 
+ (ai6 + ai23)X1X2 X 3 + ai X 4 + a~X5 + agX6 + ai4 X 4X 5 + ai5X4X6 + a~5X5X6 
+ ai45 X 4X 5X 6 
fVh2 (/2)(Xl,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6) 
12 
= a
2 + a~X2 + a~X3 + a~Xl + a~XIX3 + a~XIX2X3 + a~4X2X3 + a~5XIX2 
+ a~6XIX2X3 + a~5XIX3 + a~45XIX2X3 + at X 4 + a~X5 + a§X6 + at2X 4X 5 
+ at3X4X6 + a~3X5X6 + aI23 X 4X 5X 6 
= a
2 + a~Xl + a~X2 + a~X3 + a~5XIX2 + (a~ + a~5)XIX3 + a~4X2X3+ 
(a? +a~6 +a~45)XIX2X3 +aI X 4 +a~X5 +a§X6 +aI2X 4X 5 +aI3X 4X 6 +a~3X5X6 
+ aI23 X 4X 5X 6 
Therefore the condition that fVh.1 (11) fVh2 (/2) is equivalent to the following 
12 12 
conditions as a whole: 
a 1 = a2 (16) 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 ( 17) 
al = a5, a2 = a2, a3 = a4, al = aI, a4 = a2, a5 = a3 
1 21 2211 21 21 2 
a12 = a25, a13 = a6 + a45, a6 + a23 = a241 a14 = a12, a15 = a13, 
a~5 = a~3 (18) 
1 1 2 2 2 1 2 (19) a16 + a123 = a7 + a26 + a245, a145 = a123 
By the same token, the condition that fVh2 (/2) = fVh3 (/3) is equivalent to the 23 23 
following conditions as a whole: 
a
2 
= a
3 
232323232323 
a2 = a5, a3 = a3' al = a4, a2 = a2, a4 = a3, a5 = al 
2 32 3322 32 32 3 
a23 = a35, a12 = a6 + a45, a6 + a13 = a34, a24 = a23, a25 = a12, 
(20) 
(21) 
a~5 = af3 (22) 
2 2 3 3 3 2 3 (23) a26 + a123 = a7 + a36 + a345, a245 = a123 . 
By the sarne token again, the condition that liVh3 (/3) = fVh1 (11) is equivalent 31 31 
to the following conditions as a whole: 
a3 = a1 (24) 
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 (25) a3 = a5, al = aI, a2 = a4' a3 = a3, a4 = aI, a5 = a2 
3 13 1133 13 13 1 
a13 = a 151 a23 = a6 + a451 a6 + a12 = a14, a34 = a13, a35 = a23, 
a~5 = ai2 (26) 
3 3 1 1 1 3 1 (27) a36 + a123 = a7 + a16 + a1451 a345 = a123 
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The three conditions (16), (20) and (24) can be combined into 
a
1 
= a
2 
= a
3 
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(28) 
The three conditions (17), (21) and (25) are to be superseded by the following 
three conditions as a whole: 
1 2 3 2 3 
a 1 = al = al = a5 = a4 
12313 
a2 = a2 = a2 = a4 = a5 
(29) 
(30) 
1 2 3 1 2 (3 ) a3 = a3 = a3 = a5 = a 4 1 
The three conditions (18), (22) and (26) are equivalent to the following six 
conditions as a whole: 
123 
a12 = a12 = a 12 
123 
a13 = a13 = a13 
123 
a23 = a23 = a23 
1 1 31 1 21 1 
a14 = a 12 + a6' a 15 = a13 - a6' a 45 = a23 
2 2 12 2 32 2 
a24 = a23 + a6, a25 = a12 - a6' a45 = a13 
3 3 23 3 13 3 
a34 = a13 + a6, a35 = a23 - a6' a45 = a 12 
The conditions (19), (23) and (27) ilnply that 
ai + a~ + a~ 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
= (a~6 + af23 - ai6 - ai45) + (ai6 + ai23 - a~6 - a~45) + (a~6 + ar23 - a~6 - a~45) 
= (a~6 + af23 - ai6 - ai23) + (ai6 + ai23 - a~6 - af23) + (a~6 + ai23 - a~6 - ai23) 
= 0 (38) 
Therefore the three conditions (19), (23) and (27) are to be replaced by the 
following five conditions as a whole: 
1 1 3 3 2 
a145 - a123 = a7 + a36 - a26 
2 2 1 1 3 
a245 - a123 = a7 + a16 - a36 
3 3 2 2 1 
a345 - a 123 = a7 + a26 - a 16 
1 2 2 3 
a145 = a123, a245 = a123 
a~ + a~ + a~ = 0 
(39) 
(40) 
( 41) 
(42) 
( 43) 
Indeed, the condition that a~45 = ab3 is derivable from the above five condi-
tions, as is to be delnonstrated in the following: 
3 
a345 
= af23 + a? + a~6 - ai6 [(41)J 
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= a~4S + a~ + a~6 - ai6 [( 42)] 
= aI23 + a~ - a~6 + a~ + a~6 [(40)] 
= ai4S + a~ - a~6 + a~ + a~6 [(42)] 
= ai23 + a~ + a~ + a~ [(39)] 
= at23 [( 43)J 
Now it is not difficult to see that W h 1 ("Y1) = W h2 (1'2), W h2 (1'2) = W h3 (1'3) 12 12 23 23 
and W h3 (1'3) = W h 1 (1'1) exactly when there exists l' E We with 1'i = Wk·(') 31 31 2 (i = 1,2,3), in which l' should uniquely be of the following form: 
1'()(1,)(2,)(3,)(4,)(S,)(6,)(7,)(S) 
= a
1 + ai)(1 + a~)(2 + a~)(3 + a~)(4 + a~)(5 + a~)(6 + ai)(7 + a~)(s + ai2)(1)(2 
+ ab)(1)(3 + at6)(1)(4 + (a~3 + a~))(2)(3 + a~6)(2)(5 + a~6)(3)(6 
This completes the proof of the theorem. D 
Corollary 63. For any 1'123, /132) '/213, '/231, /312, 1'321 E M @ W D3, if all 
expressions (2.9)-(2.11) are well defined, then there exists unique l' E M @ We 
such that 
(idM @ W k1 )(1') = h(1'321,1'231,1'132,1'123) 
(idM @ W k2 )(1') = h(1'132,1'312,T'213,1'231) 
(idM @ W kJ(1') = hrI'213,1'123,T'321,1'312) 
Remark 64. This means that / encodes '/123, 1'132, 1'213, 1'231, '/312 and 
'/321· We can decode 1', by way of example, into 1'123 via idM @ W k10 l-j or 
idM 0 Wk30l-~' 
Proof. (of the Corollary) Since 
(idM @ Whi)(h(1'321,1'231,1'132,1'123)) = l(/'231,1'132) = (idM @ Whi) (h(1'132,1'312,1'213,1'231)) , 
(idM @ Wh~J(h(I'132'1'312'1'213'1'231)) = l(/'312,1'213) = (idM @ Wh~J(h(1'213'1'123'1'321'1'312)) 
and 
(idM 0 Wh~)(hfI'213'1'123,f'321'1'312)) = l(/'123,1'321) = (idM @ Wh1)(hCI'321,1'231,1'132,1'123))' 
the desired conclusion follows directly frOlu the above theorem. D 
Notation 65. We will write m(/'123,1'132,1'213,1'231,1'312,1'321) or m for short for 
the above '/. 
Once the above theorem is established, we can easily establish the general 
Jacobi identity as follows: 
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Proof. (of the general Jacobi identity) Indeed we note that for any d E D, 
we have 
· . . 
(,123 - 1132) - (,231 - 1321) 
1 1 
= (idM @ l¥dEDf-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d)EE[l]) (hC/321 ,/231 ,/132,/123)) 
= (idM @ WdED f-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d)EE[l]) 0 (idM @ Mlk1)(m) 
= (idM @ MldEDf-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d,O)EC) (m) 
· . . 
(,231 - 12l3) - (,312 - 1132) 
2 2 
- (id W )(h2 ) 
- M @ dEDf-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d)EE[2] (r132,/312,/213,/23I) 
= (idM @ W dED f-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d)EE[2)) 0 (idM @ Mlk2)(m) 
= (idM @ MldEDf-+(O,O,O,o,O,O,O,d)Ec)(m) 
· . . 
(,312 - 1321) - (,123 j1213) 
3 3 
= (id.i\1 @ W dEDf-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d)EE[3j)( h(/213 ,/123,/321 ,/312») 
= (idM @ W dEDf-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d)EE[3j) 0 (idM @ 1¥k3) (m) 
= (idM @ WdEDf-+(O,O,O,o,O,O,-d,-d)EG) (m) 
Therefore, letting t1, t2 and t3 denote the three expressions in Theoren1 42 in 
order, we have 
l(hhh) = (idM @ W(d l ,d2,d3)ED(3)f-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d1-d3,d2-d3)EG) (m) 
This means that 
tl + t2 + t3 
= (idM @ W dEDf-+(d,d,d)ED(3»)(l(t1h,t3)) 
= (idM @ W dEDf-+(d,d,d)ED(3») 
o (idM @ W(d l ,d2,d3)ED(3)f-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,dl-d3,d2-d3)EC)( m) 
= (idM @ WdEDf-+(O,O,O,O,O,O,d-d,d-d)EC) (m) 
= (id.i\1 @ WdEDf-+(O,O,O,o,o,O,O,O)EC) (m) 
This completes the proof of the general Jacobi identity. o 
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6. From the General Jacobi Identity to the Jacobi Identity of Lie 
Brackets 
Theorem 66. For any X, Y E N(M), we have 
[X, Y] = Y * X - (idMM @ Wed} ,d2)ED21-+(d2,dl)ED2)(X * Y) 
Proof. Let the putative mapping i : D3{ (1,3), (2,3)} --* D3 be the canonical 
embedding. Since 
(idM @ W<p)(idMM @ W(dl,d2,d3)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)}I-+(d2,d3,d})ED3 )(X * [X, Y] * Y) 
= (idM @ M/(d},d2)ED21-+(d2,O,dl)ED3) (X * [X, Y] * Y) 
= (idMM @ W(d},d2)ED21--+(d2,dI)ED2 )(X * Y) 
and 
(idM @ M/'ljJ)(idMM @ W(d1 ,d2 ,d3)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)}I-+(d2,d3,dl)ED3)(X * [X, Y] * Y) 
= (idM @ W(dl,d2)ED21-+(d2,d1d2,dl)ED3 )(X * [X, Y] * Y) 
= (id1l1 @ W(dl,d2)ED21-+(d2,-d2,dl,d2,-d},dl)ED6)(X * X * Y * X * Y * Y) 
= (OMM ® idwD2)((idM ® W(dl,d2)ED21--+(d2,-d2)ED2)(Y * Y), Y * X, 
(idM @ W(dl,d2)ED21--+(-dl,dl)ED2)(X * X)) 
[by the bifunctionality of @] 
= (oMM ® idwD2)(I2, Y * X,I2) 
=Y*X 
we have 
Y * X - (idMM ® W(d1 ,d2)ED21-+(d2,dl)ED2) (X * Y) 
= (idM ® MldEDI-+(O,O,d)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)}) 
(idMM ® WCd},d2,d3)ED3{(1,3),(2,3)}I--+(d2,d3,dl)ED3) 
(X * [X, Y] * Y) 
= (idMM ® MldED I-+(O,d,O)ED3 )(X * [X, Y] * Y) 
= [X,Y] 
Thus we are done. 
The following proposition should be obvious. 
D 
Proposition 67. For any X E N(M) and any ,1,,2 E N2 (l\1) with 
(idMM ® Ml'D2 )('1) = (idMM ® W·D2 )(,2), we have the following: ~D(2) ~D(2) 
,f1 * XID3{(2,3)} = 1'2 * XID3{(2,3)} 
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. . 
1'1 * X - 1'2 * X = (1'1 - 1'2) * X 
1 
. . 
X * 1'1 3 X * 1'2 = (idMM (9 W T (12»)(X * h'l - 1'2)) 
Theorem 68. For any X, Y, Z E N(M), we have 
[X, [Y, Z]] + [Y, [Z, X]] + [Z, [X, Y]] = 0 
Proof we define 1'123,1'132,1'213,1'231,1'312,1'321 E N3 (l\1) as follows: 
1'123 = Z * Y * X 
1'132 = (idl'l/[ M (9 W(dl ,d2,d3)ED3f--t(d l ,d3,d2)ED3) (Y * Z * X) 
1'213 = (idMM (9 W(dl,d2)d3)ED3f--t(d2)d1,d3)ED3)(Z * X * Y) 
1'231 = (idMM (9 W(d1)d2,d3)ED3f--t(d2,d3,d1)ED3)(X * Z * Y) 
1'312 = (idMM (9 W(dl ,d2,d3)ED3f--t(d3,dl,d2)ED3) (Y * X * Z) 
1'321 = (idMM (9 W(dl ,d2,d3)ED3f--t(d3,d2,dl)ED3) (X * Y * Z) 
Sl 
Then the right-hand sides of the following three identities are meaningful, and 
all the three identities hold: 
· . . [X, [Y,Z]] = (1'123 - 1'132) - (1'231 - 1'321) 
1 1 
· . . [Y, [Z,X]] = (1'231 - 1'213) - (1'312 - 1'132) 
2 2 
· . . [Z, [X, Y]] = (1'312 - 1'321) - (1'123 - 1'213) 
3 3 
Therefore the desired result follows frOlTI the general Jacobi identity. 0 
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